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Consistent with the Memorandum from the
regarding lhe Additional Measures Relative
in the United Kingdom, to wit:

Inclusion of the United States of
subject to travel restrictions

A. Foreign passengers coming
within 14 days immediately
prohibited from entering the
2021, Manila time, until 15

B. Effective immediately, foreign
have heen to the US within
Philippines, arriving before 000
not be prohibited from entering
undergo an absolute
notwithstanding a negative
(RT-PCR) result; and

C. Likewise effective immediately,
have been to the US within 14
Philippines, including those
Manila time, shall not be
required to undergo an
period notwithstanding a negative

II. Rules applicable to Filipino and
through a country covered by the

A. All passengers, whether Filipinos
any of the countries covered
Secretary dated 29 December 2020
country'1, shall not be deemed as
covered country, provided they
were not cleared for entry into
authorities;
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GUIDEI.INES OF ALI.
NTRIES WITH CONFIRMED CASES

(SARS-COV-2 VARTANT
KTNGDOM)

Secretary dated 31 December 2020
the SnR9eOV-? (8117) Variant Detected

America (US) among the countries

the US, or who have been to the US
ng arrival in the Philippines, shall be

effective 0OO1H of 03 lanuary
2A2t;

coming from the US, or who
immediately preceding arrival in the

sf 03 January }AZL, Manila time, shall
Philippines, but shall be required to

14-day quarantine period
ption - Polymerase Chain Reaction

citizens coming from the US, or who
immediately preceding arrival in the

I after 0001H of 03 January ZAZI,,
from entering the country, but shall be

facility-based 14-day quarantine
result.

passengers merely transiting
restrictions

foreigners, merely transiting through
the Memorandum from the Executive
subsequent inclusions thereto ('covered

come from or having been to sueh
in the airport the whole time and

covered country by its immigration
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B. Upon arrival in the Phil
preceding paragraph need not
and may be alloW€d h0me
at point of entry, pursuant to

C. Transiting foreign passengers
entry into the covered country
prohibited frorn entering the

D. Transiting Filipino citizens who
into the mvered country by its
from entering the Philippines, but
facility-based l4-day quaranti
PCR result,

IN VIEW HEREOF, the following guidelines

A. For arriving FILIPIIIO NATIONALS

They shall be allowcd entry but
protocols issued by the Department of

B. For arriving FOR.EIGN NATIOTTALS

1. Those coming from or who
eounffies (Annex A) (i.c. with
and not mere lay-over at the ai
arrival to the Philippines shall NOT

The above prohihition to enter the
regardless of their visa catego
endo''sement o'r exemption f-rom
privileges (under RA 6768 -

2. Effective irnmediately, those who: (a
at the airpoil of the 21 travel-
airpoft and with no immigration
coming from these countries
authorized to enter the country thru
Forae For the MaRagement of
subjected to RT-PCR test,
the Department of Health (DOH)

Existing guidelines for arriving crew

Tlie foregoinE is without prejudice to the
Immigration in Arrival and Departure

For strict compliance.

passengers covered by the immediately
a full 14-day facility-based quarantine,
upon testin$ negative on RT-FCR

protocols of the national governmen!

left the airport or were cleared for
its immigration authorities shall be

,

left the airport or were cleared for entry
authorities shall not be prohibited

Il be required to undergo an absolute
period nohruithstanding a negative RT-

adopted by the Bureau of Immigration:

RT-PCR, test, quarantine and isolatisn
(DOH)"

heen to the 2l travel-restricted
admission to said countfies

within 14 days immediately preceding
entry

ppines shall apply to ALL foreigners
(including 9E visa) or previously issued
Depaftment of Fo-reign Affairs (DfA) I
during the duration of the travel ban.

or who have a mere lay-over
countries (lay-over only at the

at said eountries); and {b) those NgT
PROVIDED they are

resolutions of the Inter-Agenry Task
Infedious Diseases (IATF-MEID) an.I

ne and isolation protocols issued by

shall still be observed.

of the mandate of the Bureau of
Formalities.
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The 21 travel-restricted €ountries;
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